; in developing countries go to expensive industrial projects, providing business for huge multinational

FINANCE

World Bank lends
itself to criticism
Jly

P, Wilber

WASHINGTON

NK MIGHT THINK THAT AN
international lending institutioTt with 135 participating governments and more
than $40 billion in. capital
would consider itself in deep trouble if
the government and public-opinion leadership of its largest stockholder began attacking from both
of the political
spectrum,
This :.s not the case for the 36-year-old
Inter Natinnal Bank for Reconstruction
and I Jevelopnsttut--popularly known as
the World Bank- --"icadquartered in
Washington, D.C., where some of its
more virulent oppositions originates. The
most widely publicized demands to end
U=3= liiembersnip in -±« Bank originate
on Sis mr <7g;ji, -isugh some of these
may IJK judged liife ssre than pro-forma
exr..vc:-'s£f
; :.:•:. isck'^snsa: and chauvinism.
C--;:ir;i2rr., rro^: ilv.s Isft in the United
Stats: ':s.:ac,s ?.c csr8;;::.i';ate on the organ-

O

':''..? l-Ssni sypssrs impervious to
:'.'r.r.ks ss :?.s wsii-paid and general:;/ -x;.,s-h: :v:.:5.7rr.Rt'c~eJly recruited staff
"': :u~c :::3 Cc/r; jrivsig country club to
- /:..''" :.\",";ie. ";::s.i'i':s":s3s elsewhere) pre•.%::?.;:, :.^£',v "J~.r, .-ssclsrship of new presi:to;: A.'l/. ;"Tcr:ss; Clausen, to double
l::r; ? ,":.; -is-. c£;?:::£ fo $80 billion. The
'Jii-j'v rtf-las :s ieirg asked to provide the
.x'f,'s-. ^:;.r;:; £0.?. h:\:cn, and in the end,
..r;.a:- x ±rs /^"sfssn money probably
v.'lil .>.- ~,v -f'-^cs:::^; sl.ong with an extra
:?:; hSls.:.- "::' ss "cc £ special "soft loan
'.yj.udor;'''' v^rs rVisi by poor countries.
Mas 3&r.;.s -?&s ::ss^an for confidence:
li' E. iir^e rx" gl-jl^.; recession the foreign
yvojecns i* flriiij^ss SV/R much coveted by
but::': v;,32 C.T.IG fhtandci. communities in the
"-j E F~m Wsste'::; Bci'ope. The Bank is
^ve.0. ^sows fs;1 lh-3 saaphasis it places on
axe ''credit warT'r'ua'S" of its client goviir-dnsais, and & has specialized traditionally ju flnaxida^ g>u& large and expensive
jsunecta as hydro-electric dams, power
ulsiitS; portSc roads axid plantation-type
Rjiribusisgss ve:c?.;i:r3g- -all of interest to
the huge corporate extractors and consultant firms ihst snake their bids directly
to the governments of the less-developed
countries receiving the loans.

The Bank operates three credit facilities:
1.The original "hard loan window,"
which was established in 1945 at the
Bretton Woods conference. By 1980 it
had committed $59.3 billion for 1,875
projects around the world. Interest rates
are determined by the rate it pays for
capital in private financial markets,
which are attracted to its securities by
the ultimate protection that the paid-in
or callable capital of the member countries' national treasuries provides. Because of this cushion, the Bank's bonds
are rated AAA. on the markets. The repayment period for most loans is 20 years
and it has never suffered a loan default.
2. The "soft loan window," officially
called the International Development Association (IDA), was set up in 1960 to
make loans to poorer countries with per
capita GNPs of $625 or less. IDA is at
present the world's largest multilateral
source of credit for international development, and through 1980 had loaned.
$16.7 billion to 74 countries. IDA loans
are interest-free except for a 0.75 percent
annual service charge and are to be repaid
over 40 to 50 years.
3. The International Finance Corpor'ation (IFC) was established in 1956. It
has invested more than S3 billion ?n
some 500 projects designed tc promote
private investment in less-developed
countries through project co-financing
with private financial institutions.

What the right says,
Since the Reagan administration took
office, its public posture on U.S. funding for the Bank as a whole and IDA in
particular has shifted dramatically. Office of Management and Budget Director David Stockman, in a memorandum
leaked to the press last March, wrote:
"IDA has supported state-planning efforts in some countries, and in recent
years has placed a major emphasis on
programs fostering income redistribution. IDA has not been vigorous in using
the leverage inherent in its large lending
program to press recipients to redirect
their economies toward a market orientation." He urged that, as punishment
for this wickedness, the U.S. commitment to IDA be cut in half.
But these views were later publicly repudiated,by the Reagan .White.House,

partly as the result of support for the
Bank from an unexpected source: Secretary of State Alexander Haig. The secretary declared that U.S. foreign policy
would be hamstrung by the proposed cuts
and foreign confidence in America's
promises to stand by its agreements
undermined. The administration finally
came down in favor of paying its full
dues to the Bank, but with a funding
stretchout over several years.
This arrangement has not mollified
especially vocal right-wing opponents of
the Bank on Capitol Hill such as Rep.
Jack Kemp (R-N.Y.) and Senator Jesse
Helms (R-S.C.) or softened their frequent admonitions that U.S. foreign aid
given through it or other multilateral institutions opens the door to "socialist"
influence abroad and encourages "central planning" by creditor governments.
But the Bank's ideological enemies in
both Congress and the administration
have been restrained not only by their appreciation of the Bank's economic clout
within the American business and financial communities, but also by their grudging recognition that with 21 percent of
the Bank's stock—and consequently 21
percent of the weighted votes in its
20-member Board of Governors—the
United States does possess an effective
veto power, despite frequent congressional fulminations to the contrary. There is,
moreover, little doubt that the appointment of Clausen, former chief executive
of the giant Bank of America, to succeed
Robert S. McNamara as president of the
Bank last July did much to stimulate corporate confidence in the far-flung institution. Rightly or wrongly, McNamars was
viewed by many conservatives in governmS'Ti and the private sector as an idealist
with E. greater emotional commitment to
ending world poverty and hunger than tc
profitable trade ana financial dealings.
Sirr,s taking office, Clausen has been
an outspoken and open advocate of
closer cooperation between the Bank and
rnuJtinationa? corporations and private
financial institutions. He is reported tc
favor an increase in private co-financing
of loans an;1 utilization of the Bank as an
insurance agency to guarantee rred;ts extended by private capit&j. Converse'''/., the
new financier president also has been
quoted in the press backing expansion' of
!DA!g "soft loan" lending capacity.
Over the years the World Bank has in
most cases faithfully reflected the United
States' political and commericai goals in
foreign policy. Washington used its
voting power, for example, to block the
limited nationalization or socialisation of
political-economic institutions in Chile
and Jamaica. It is now believed to b* applying pressure to prevent multilateral
bank loans to Sandinista Nicaragua.
This perceived policy linkage is an important source of .dissatisfaction en, the
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left, which condemns the longstanding
preference of both the U.S. government
and the Bank for elite-governed market
economies and right-wing dictatorships
as clients. South Korea, the Philippines
and Indonesia are among the Bank's top
10 loan recipients, while Uruguay, Chile,
the Philippines and Argentina received
seven-fold increases in Bank lending during the '70s.
Nor has this list of favorites been influenced by the sc:caliccl human rights
amendment to U.S. foreign aid legislation pushed through Congress under the
leadership of Rep. Thomas R. Harkin
(D-Iowa). Designed to withhold foreign
assistance (including World Bank credit)
from governments consistently and flagrantly violating the human rights of
their citizens, the a-aendment has not
stopped a single loan :o suca regimes.
Whether World Bank loans have contributed substantially to smpioyment opportunities, agricultural Keif-sufficiency
of health and educator levels of the impoverished majorities i:. its client countries is dubious. The'3 Is, in fact, much
evidence that the Bark has operated over
the years as one of thr Wsstern world's
most dedicated prae±-.cners of supplyside, trickle-down economics.
According to the Back's own 1980 Annual Report, about 3i) r crcsnt of its loans
that year were in thj: c&:tc3;;ry cf "agriculture and rum1 aev^crame-it," while SC
percent went for pc.vjr. transportation,
industry, development Inance, telecommunications and "non-project
financing" (that is, direct budget support
to governments). Moreover, the contention of IDA, 'n particular, that it pays
special attention to meeting "basic
human needs" does not seem to be supported by the facts. Cf the "agriculture
and rural development" loans granted,
the majority have been for expensive projects in irrigation, flood control, drainage
and livestock breeding. Such loans do not
usually go to tenants, sharecroppers or
subsistence growers but to landlords with
marketable surpluses. The few attempts
made to foster small-scale aids to the
landless, or encourage the creation of
cooperatives, have not worked out very
well. A tube well drilling project in
Bangladesh, for example, snded up with
prosperous landowners pre-empting most
of the water and buying up lands serviced
by the wells.
It is, of course, the landless, the jobless
and the hungry who ultimately must be
helped if social conflict is to be avoided
and economic self-reliance encouraged in
the third world. It seems unlikely that the
Bank, as presently constituted, can do the
job, if only bccaus'.- it is designed to deal
with governments rather than with needy

The Bank is one of
the world's most
-

economics.
people. Reecgnbdr.g this incapacity,
some third vvorlc leaders have shown
growing interrst in cu:£f'ng alternative institutions, inciudhg -i "V/orid Development ^undj 5 ' in which the needs of the
impoverishes' "Sr.jtV would have more
clout and. be;'::r vj^ir.g representation.
According to SLIMS cf its staffers, this
\would nol ^.Tgt'y .disturb the 3ank; increasingly invcuv'":. js It is, in the indirect
provision cf intengtls-'?" cgpiis' largely
for the benefit cf :h- rrii'ltinationsl corporate corruaunity and private financial
institutions. Son;; cf these find themselves badiy cvers:;;;as«S in the third
world, v/hicn nov sugars along under
an outstanding private debt of almost
$500 billion,., much cf it hard to collect.
At the least, a rr.cve by the developing
nations to form their own lending institution would permit the World Bank to display more truly representative colors as
the self-help instrument of the prosperous, capitalist "North" that to a large extent it always has been.
H
Vincent Wilbsr is a former foreign service
officer, journalist and legislative assistant
for Jo feign affairs in the U.S. Senate.
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Continued from page 3
peace movement's impact. Retired General Gert Bastian said it reminded him of
the sort of bluff that works in Western
movies when tried by a hero like James
Stewart. The villain is distracted by fear
of a nonexistent gun behind him into
dropping the one he has.
Nevertheless, Green leader Petra Kelly
(visiting the U.S. this week for talks with
administration officials) urged the Soviets to accept it and start unilateral disarmament. She stressed that the movement is based not just on refusal of U.S.
missiks, but on "rejection of the logic of
the balance of terror and of militarism
everywhere."
The next day, Kelly escorted 80-yearold Hiroshima survivor and Japanese
peace movement leader Ichiro Moritaki
to Bonn, where half a dozen politically
diverse demonstrations were held around
the arrival of Soviet leader Leonid Brezh-

nev. The Greens sp^g^i^foely.international panel discfiMStf iff which leading Eastern European dissidents disagreed over th^^ospejCt§ ,ftf spreading
the movement
British E u r o p e a e a r Disarmament (END) leader '''fry. Thompson,
fresh from coordination talks in Rome,
said tha.t "the question before us in the
coming year is to move behind the missiles to the Cold War itself. What endangers the peace of Europe, what endangers our civilization, are not only missiles but also the ideological and security
structures of both blocs. The answer to
this cannot be the victory of one side over
the other side, but a victory of the people's movements across Europe, beneath
the states, a detente not of states but a
people's detente."'
Thompson emphasized the need to
"find ways of communicating and exchanging information and dialogue with
the East and the Soviet Union. We must
make the demand to the people of the
East arid to the states of the East that
there shall be freer communication and
exchange." He suggested that "there is
only one force that can bring together

61VE

Europe, can ugjite European culture,
political cultu^Pf that is to bring together the cailit'bf freedom in the East,
the cause of democracy in the East and
the cause of peace in the West. ThiSfiS
the force of fusion."
i ?'
Thompson's enthusiasm for this vision
was fully shared by Rudolf Bahro, the
political thinker who was jailed and then
thrown out of East Germany for his
Marxist critique of Soviet-bloc communism, The Alternative. In the West,
Bahro's thinking has evolved rapidly toward anarchist and ecological positions,
and he has become a main spokesman for
the Greens.

geting European cities, would target
"Chinese cities. She cited Mitterrand's
.conception of nuclear national defense
as k good example for Europe.
Bahro retorted that Heller was "East
Eurocentric" and that the power politics
she was defending was what had got Europe in its present predicament. "Why exactly is Europe now set up as a shooting
gallery for both supejp^swers^ And
though at present there is ^o coivfliet between European countries, why have the
two superpowers put off withdrawing?
Why?" Because "aggressive European
culture" produced, two world wars that
started from Germany. "And why just
now has this peace movement sprung up
Nationalism for whom?
in such proportions? Because here they
On the other hand, exiled Hungarian go, planning to install new rockets that,
philosopher Agnes Heller took a more in from four to six minutes, could cause
typically pessimistic emigre position of as much damage to Russia as Hitler's arseeing nuclear arms as the only way to my in four years. That was a lesson for us
keep Europe from falling under absolute we don't mean to forget. We don't mean
Soviet control. She said Thompson's to forget it even though the Soviet Union
proposal for a European nuclear-free is holding hostage European countries
zone "would amount to unilateral dis- with no nuclear missiles. Both factors
armament in the face of Soviet power," must be kept in mind. When people start
and called the proposal "Eurocentric," talking about whether the Russians may
because Soviet missiles, instead of tar- be coming, well, twice in this century the
Germans came, and in Germany this cannot be forgotten."
Agnes Heller said the Germans had no
right to nationalism, agreed, but the
French did. That was a purely German
problem.
Bahro said no, it was a European problem, and an East European problem. So
long as Germany was perceived as a potential military threat, this was the pretext
for the Russians to stay in Eastern Europe and clamp down on every sign of dissent. But if Germany were demilitarized,
both culturally and in fact, what excuse
would the Russians have to stay on? This
was the great historic opportunity of the
peace movement, to change Germans
from the "fright-monsters" of the Western world into a people like any other.
Disarmament must start in Germany, and
particularly in West-Germany. Then the
changes begun in Poland could continue
throughout Eastern Europe.

East meets West.
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The difficulties of developing a comparable movement in Eastern Europe were
recognized by one who should know: former Czech Communist Party Jeajier Zdenek Mlynar. In the spring of 1968, Mly-,
nar saw that the democratization underway implied a change in the role of the
Party, and was getting ready to propose
this at the Party Congress in September.
To head this off, Soviet tanks entered
Prague in August.
Mlynar, now living in exile in Vienna,
said he knew from experience the difficulties of dealing with Soviet leaders. But.
he said the peace movement should ask
Brezhnev to let a representative meet with
Andrei Sakharov. A political force like a
strong peace movement is able to bring
strong pressure to bear, and should use it
to open channels of communication to
like-minded people in the East. If it
worked, this would be "a great step forward for people in the East," he said.
Because Germany is, after all, one nation, it is in East Germany that the contagion of the peace movement has the
best chances of catching on. Bahro notes
that East Germans watch West German
television, and the West German counterculture is spreading. One result has
been, a sharp increase in the number of
East German youths asking to refuse military service as conscientious objectors.
The East German Protestant Church has
begun to defend pacifist youth, who Face
prison and ruined career prospects rather than do military service.
Taking advantage of the friendly attitude prevailing in East German officialdom towards the Western peace movement, East Berlin pastor Rainer Eppelmann recently sent an open letter from
his young parishoners to Party and government leader Erich Honecker demanding "concrete measures" for peace.
A number of prominent theologians,
scientists and writers from both East and
West Germany signed a letter written by
Robert Havemann—now under house
arrest in East Germany for his dissident
views—and sent to Brezhnev demanding
a denuclearized zone in Europe and the
withdrawal of all foreign troops from
German soil—East and West.
•
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TneseTii
This series about women in the
'80s—on the job, in personal
relationships and in the social and
political currents of these limes—is
made possible by special funding.

e lifted the veil of domesticity
from life in the office to
challenge the realities of
clerical work: low pay and
boring, dead-end jobs.

not
wives
By Ellen Cantarow

I

AST NIGHT," I WROTE IN MY
diary in 1965 while I was a
secretary in New York, "I
dreamed about being in a
large, cluttered office. I am
clattering away at a huge, heavy typewriter, resenting it, yet insistent at proving
how fast I am. What I'm typing comes
out in pieces that vanish somewhere to
be used for some purpose I don't understand. My new boss sidles up, inspecting
my work. 'Hello, Ellen,' he says, bringing his face near mine. 'Hello, Richard,'
I say, deliberately using his first name
instead of Mr. Klein. 'Or should I call
you Dick?' His mouth twists unpleasantly. 'Get on with it,' he commands, pointing at the typewriter."
As for the sexual part of this dream,
more presently. But the part about seeing
the results of my labor coming out fragmented only to be made invisible was
about utter loss of control over work. In
the various clerical jobs I'd had by that
time, I had a keen gut-level sense of that
—a feeling that nothing I did on the job
had very much to do with me. If the work;
wasn't absolutely wretched (sorting bills
seven and a half hours a day, for instance), its frustrations were: seeing my
comments on a manuscript incorporated
as my boss' work, for example.
In 1965, when I had the dream, clerical
work was quite fixed as the quint essentially "female" job sector—as much a
symbol for "women's work" in the pay
zone as housework was for unpaid female labor.
By 1975 clerical work had the largest

percentage of women in the workforce, as
it does now. Not only is it the largest female ghetto; it is the lowest paid. A 1971
Bureau of Labor Statistics report revealed
that the median weekly earnings of fulltime clerical workers were lower than
those of women in any type of "blue-collar" work. 1979 brought no change: female clerical workers had a median annual
salary of $8,601, while the figure for female
"craft and kindred" workers was $8,902.
This immiseration at the bottom accounts for the familiar figure: women
earn 59 cents for every dollar a man
makes. While it may be true that in other
work sectors women earn somewhat
more (waitresses, for instance, earn 74
percent of waiters' pay), the vast clerical
depths pull down the average pay of the
entire female workforce.
Virginia Woolf, scanning the female
job situation in England in 1938, wrote
morosely: "The sex distinction seems
possessed of a curious leaden quality,
liable to keep any name to which it is fastened circling in the lower spheres." This
was certainly true in American clerical
work even then. But the mystery could at
least be partly explained by those machines to which I and every clerical worker
had found herself bound.
Welcome to the new class.
Before the late 19th century clerical work
was a male preserve—and a craft. Not
every one was to his boss what Boswell
had been to Samuel Johnson in the 18th
century—co-author, biographer, a secContinued on the following page
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